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prescription. Violation of the above recommendation may
lead to spot suspensions or cancellation of the licensure to
practice for the guilty party.[4]
The new schedule is not without shortcomings, since it
includes antibiotics used in ophthalmic and ENT preparations,
which have negligible resistance. Many antibiotics are
available only in the tertiary care hospitals, but not in remote
or rural areas. The proposed schedule does not discuss about
the process of refilling the prescription. Since, many lifesaving
antibiotics may no longer be available as OTC products,
health‑care professionals have to formulate strategies to
maintain their access and patient compliance.
Standard Treatment Guidelines (STGs) committee should
come up with a set of official STGs for distribution among
the registered medical practitioners (RMPs) and educational
campaigns should be conducted among the public and
health‑care teams to create awareness about the implementation
of new regulations. Proper prescription guidelines about
utilization of antibiotics, exemptions for remote areas where
health‑care access is poor, proper packaging and labeling
requirements should also be specified. Random checks of
pharmacists dispensing the antibiotics and RMPs providing
patients with physician samples prohibited for resale can reduce
the misuse of drugs. Antibiotic stocks should be audited as
black market value for antibiotics might rise, especially for
antifungals, antiprotozoals etc., Frequent inspections should be
conducted and accordingly reports should be submitted to the
respective departments to ensure appropriate use of antibiotics.
Sale of newer antibiotics should be allowed in other health‑care
settings after training the health professionals in rational use of
antibiotics.[5] Government should make mandatory prescription
audit in each hospital by the Pharm.D and M.Pharm (pharamacy
practice) graduates, which will generate employment for them
as well provide an easy solution to curb misuse of antibiotics.
Along with inappropriate dispensing, government has to
focus on implementation of laws that provide screening
facilities for proper diagnosis of infections, prevent loop
holes in existing laws that allow non‑pharmacist personnel
into establishing and working in pharmacies, prevent
self‑medication and promote awareness about appropriate
usage of antibiotics among the public and health‑care
personnel. There is a need for framing policies and
implementing them as laws as part of the modifications made
to the proposed schedule.
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Plagiarism: Trespassing
the Grey Zone
Between Searching and
Researching
Sir,
One of the most heated debates doing rounds in the world of
literature today is about plagiarism.
Walter Bagehot, physics and politics (1872)[1] once said “The
propensity of man to imitate what is before him is one of the
strongest parts of his nature.” The following joke definition
attributed to Wilson Mizner circulates around the Internet: To
copy from one book is plagiarism; from two an essay; from
three a compilation; from four a dissertation.[2]
Plagiarism is the appropriation of another person’s ideas,
processes, results or words without giving appropriate credit.
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Research misconduct does not include honest error or differences
of opinion. A finding of research misconduct requires that
there be a significant departure from accepted practices of the
relevant research community and the misconduct be committed
intentionally or knowingly or recklessly and the allegation be
proven by a preponderance of the evidence.[3]
Easy availability of soft copies in computers, time constraints
for submission leading to hurriedly prepared, poorly drafted,
copy‑pasted material with little modifications here and there
are some of the reasons for plagiarism in scientific writings.[4]
Further, since the scientific community provides recognition
to curriculum vitae with a long list of publications, scientists
often fall prey to plagiarism.
Paraphrase and summary are the two most important ways
to avoid plagiarism. To most of us there is a little difference
between the two. However, to paraphrase means to express
someone else’s ideas in your own language and to summarize
means to write down the essence of someone else’s work.
Whatever the method, the words used should be one’s own and
should also be properly acknowledged with the original source.
Students today quickly learn that finding and manipulating data
available on the internet is a valuable skill. The production of
original analysis and interpretation may seem like ‘harder work’
compared to the easy availability of enormous information
online. Students should be taught to learn skillful analysis
and apt processing of information rather than to look for easy
searching options. The best solution to avoid plagiarism is to
follow the maxim “whenever in doubt, cite sources.”[5]
Another form of plagiarism is “self‑plagiarism,” which means
stealing or borrowing a large portion of the present work
from one of his previously published manuscript. Suppose
an author of a textbook wants to include some portion of his
research work on anatomy published earlier, will it lead to
“self‑plagiarism?” (as he cannot change the human anatomy)
The simple way out is disclosure to the editor and maintaining
transparency by citing reference of his own previous work.[6]
Plagiarism poses a significant threat to the health of scientific
literature and is difficult to detect. Plagiarism is mostly suspected
by knowledgeable reviewers, whose expertise in a particular field
helps them catch fine defects. Electronic plagiarism detection
tools are utilized by the editorial staff to detect plagiarism. The
suspicious areas indicated by such tools are then compared
carefully by placing both articles in parallel. Although abstract
similarity is a useful method for plagiarism detection, but it is
more effective, if full text article is processed.[7]
Common tips to avoid plagiarism:
1. Original source of the idea, text or illustration must always
be acknowledged by ethical medical writers.
2. If the text has been copied verbatim, then it must be
enclosed within quotation marks.

3. Even when the borrowed idea has been written in one’s
own words, (i.e., paraphrasing has been carried out) it’s
important to properly acknowledge the original source.
4. If one is not sure whether an idea/fact is common
knowledge, better to cite the source.[8]
5. If some part of the text is from one’s own previously
published article, then it must be mentioned clearly in the
cover letter submitted to the editor.
6. Written permission is required for reuse of any published
cartoon, drawing or figure.
7. After submitting the article, at a later time if one feels
that she/he has unintentionally used somebody else’s
ideas or text without appropriate referencing, one should
immediately put across the message to the editor in chief
of the concerned journal asking for advice.[6]
In 2002 Plagiarismadvice.org was formed in UK against
growing concerns about plagiarism and the authenticity of
student work. It is providing resources, training, advice and
guidance to universities, colleges, and schools world‑wide
and has been influential in raising awareness and stimulating
discussion on the subject.[9]
Research projects are conducted across Europe to assess the
impact of policies for plagiarism in higher education, which
focuses on several aspects like strategies for countering
plagiarism, evaluates the policies and procedures implemented
at institutional and national level, E‑tools in use for detecting
plagiarism and how they are deployed.[10]
A guide to ethical writing by Miguel Roig, first published
online in September 2003, helps students and professional
identify and avoid plagiarism, self‑plagiarism and other
questionable writing practices. This guide is one of the many
products of office of research integrity’s educational initiatives
in the responsible conduct of research.[11]
To conclude we can say that to curb the menace of plagiarism
in scientific writing, a combined effort on the part of authors,
reviewers, and editors needs to be put in toward maintaining
originality in the scientific literature by providing due
acknowledgement to the real mind behind a particular idea.
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share the interesting results for wider clinical translation.
The uncertainties of diagnostic tests can be explained by the
parameters such as sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp), positive
predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV),
likelihood ratio of a positive and negative tests (LR +ve,
LR −ve). Prior to performing FNAC, the dentist is expected
to estimate the likelihood of a possible SGM “pretest
probability (P)”. After the FNAC, new additional information
is contributed to the likelihood of original working diagnosis,
called “post‑test probability (P’)”. Bayes theorem provides an
excellent aid for this probabilistic approach.[2,3]
To study the accuracy of FNAC for diagnosing SGM, we
analyzed collated data from a previous published, exhaustive,
systematic review that had employed an extensive search,
stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria for this purpose.[4] The
collated details of Collela et al., were obtained. The diagnostic
tests were calculated using formulae.[2,3,5] The PPV and NPV
also were identified as a function of Sn, Sp and the P by using
the formulae.[2]
PPV =

Sn × p
Sn × p + (1 − Sp ) (1 − P)

NPV =

Sp × (1 − P )
Sp × (1 − P) + (1 − Sn) × P
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The PPV and NPV as a function of P (in increasing order) were
then tabulated by increasing the P in the formula. The pre‑test
odds and post‑test odds were calculated as given by the Bayes
Theorem using P.[2] From this, P’ was calculated.
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Assessing the Usefulness
of Salivary Gland Fine
Needle Aspiration
Cytology as Diagnostic
Aid for Salivary gland
Malignancy
Sir,
The main goal of any fine needle aspiration cytopathologic
(FNAC) exercise is to rule out malignancy and formulate future
course of actions. The diagnostic accuracy of FNAC to identify
salivary gland (SG) malignancy (SGM) as compared to gold
standard histopathology has been debated in systematic review
and meta‑analysis.[1] In this regard we assessed the probabilistic
performance validity of FNAC for SGM and would like to
S58

Of the 1913 cases considered, FNAC accurately identified
SGM in 387 (20.23%) instances and missed in 97 (5.07%)
instances. FNAC also identified non‑SGM in 1,401 (73.23%)
instances and over‑diagnosed in 28 (1.46%) instances.[5] The
Sn and Sp were calculated as 0.8 and 0.98 respectively. LR +ve
was calculated as 40 and LR −ve was calculated as 0.2.
The reported global annual incidence of SGM is 2.6/100,000
(or 0.000026) populations.[6] With this prevalence and using
collated data from Colella et al., studies the PPV and NPV
were derived as 0.1% and 100%. PPV reflects proportion of
patients with SGM who were correctly diagnosed while high
NPV indicate that a proportion of patients with negative result
who were correctly diagnosed. The low prevalence of SGM,
the degree of accuracy, trainings of cytopathologist, staining
clarity, FNAC procedural accuracy and necrotic element could
have contributed to these results.
When the P was increased to 50%, PPV% and NPV% was
97.6% and 83.0% respectively. Like all other diagnostic tests,
with increasing pre‑test probability the reliability of FNAC
also increased. We increased the P up to 20%, identified the
PPV%, NPV%, P [Figure 1 and Table 1] and then applied the
Bayes theorem to identify the post test odds. From this P’ was
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